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ABSTRACT

Sovereign immunity, or crown immunity, is a legal doctrine by which the sovereign or state cannot commit a legal wrong and is immune from civil suit or criminal prosecution. In constitutional monarchies, the sovereign is the historical origin of the authority, which creates the courts. By this, the courts had no power to compel the sovereign to be bound by the courts, as they were created by the sovereign for the protection of his or her subjects. However, one has to not to be confused with the principle of public international law that the government of a state is normally not amenable before the courts of another state.

This research critically examines the doctrine of sovereign immunity, which is no longer reflects the world we live in, as it doesn't accurately reflect the reduced importance of governments compared to private actors. There is an argument that this doctrine should be eliminated.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the controversial nature of sovereign immunity for states in the international law, this doctrine equally is so significant. This is because the international community is developing in terms of scheme and implementation. This means, development of human rights and the United Nations system have led to change the states’ understanding to state immunity.
In addition, sovereign immunity has come from historical repetition and state practice when it was being practiced between states especially, between kings. The origin idea of this concept came from a belief that the king doesn’t do mistake or the power that makes the law, which is state is infallible.(1) Therefore, the king or the state itself was being protected from prosecution before national courts and from the jurisdiction of other states too.(2)

Subsequently, in the 20th century the concept of sovereign immunity was developed during both international organizations, the League of Nations and the UN. Especially, with the development of international law and the approach in ruling countries. Later on, immunity for states and their officials has been recognised internationally as a customary international principle. This was in accordance to the principle of sovereign equality.(3) It was then applied in the modern diplomatic relations which was codified through a convention under the UN, to regulate relationships between states.(4)

Recently, due to the developments in the international law and international human rights, there is a new understanding for the sovereign immunity concept. This research critically discusses the possibility of applying sovereign immunity in the same meaning that was applied in the past. In addition, it presents logical arguments for the possible elimination this kind of immunity. The analysis will show that in today’s world there is not a big difference between private actors and states in terms of prosecuting for wrong doings.

In the light of this, the research is divided into two main parts; the first part discusses the legal doctrine of immunity and sovereign immunity, while the second part examines sovereign immunity in criminal and civil procedures against state or its officials in light of international and human rights laws. To do this, the research evaluates the legal literature and the views of commentators on the current and the future of sovereign immunity. Finally, the concluding remarks are drawn.

I. General Concepts of Immunity and Sovereign Immunity

Before going to detail, it is necessary to know, what does immunity and sovereign immunity mean? And what are the Justifications for the existence and practicing sovereign immunity.

---

(1) E. K. Bankas, The State Immunity Controversy in International Law: Private Suits Against Sovereign States in Domestic Courts (Springer 2005)P.13-14

(2) Ibid


i. The Development of the Concept of Immunity in International Law

Immunity means exempt from responsibility before the law for wrongful acts. The idea came from the principle in customary international law \(^{(5)}\) that has been practiced in the international community. Originally, it goes back to the historical practice that where existed between kings and heads of states or empires in the ancient eras. This is because of their representation to state’s sovereignty as Louis fourteen of France says, “I am the state.” \(^{(6)}\) In addition, the belief of the king’s blessing led people to think that king does not do any mistakes, so he should not be responsible for his acts inside the territory of the state. \(^{(7)}\) This right of kings was included in both civilian and criminal acts.

Gradually, this idea was developed and applied between states based on the equity between Kings. Therefore, to respect this idea states did not have jurisdiction against each other’s. \(^{(8)}\) Furthermore, this improvement was continued and in the second half of 20\(^{th}\) century, it was believed that the immunity of the states before foreign courts has come from the principle of sovereign equality. Therefore, no state could have jurisdiction over another. \(^{(9)}\)

Consequently, at the end of 19\(^{th}\) century even a great part of the 20\(^{th}\) century, absolute immunity was common. This was without differences between governmental and Non-governmental or commercial acts. \(^{(10)}\) In addition, within the modern international law the same idea was transferred to be applied in relation between states. This is to achieve a kind of stability and regulation to the international community. Therefore, the immunity became the principle of customary international law, and recently it has been recognised by the International Court of Justice (ICJ)\(^{(11)}\) in the Arrest Warrant case.\(^{(12)}\)

Furthermore, after establishing the United Nations (UN) in 1945, with exception of issues that affect international peace and security, it gave the right to the states to regulate immunity for their

---


\(^{(7)}\) Y. Simbeye, Immunity And International Criminal Law (Ashgate 2004)P. 93-94

\(^{(8)}\) See, supra note 3

\(^{(9)}\) N. van Woudenberg, State Immunity and Cultural Objects on Loan (Brill 2012) P.50

\(^{(10)}\) See, supra note 1. P.49


official persons inside their territory and according to their domestic law. This means conferring to the principle of territorial integrity, states have the right to decide freely within their territory without intervening from anyone.\(^{(13)}\) taking this principle into account, states are free to give any kind of immunity in criminal and civil aspects to their officials within the state such as for the head of state, members of parliament and government official.

Internationally, the UN started to codify international law through establishing International Law Commission (ILC), which was finally prepared a convention to regulate the right and privileges of diplomats of states. The convention was opened for signature in 1961 and entered into force in 1964.\(^{(14)}\) This was despite of another previous convention about Privileges and Immunities of the UN organs and officials in 1947.\(^{(15)}\)

ii. **Sovereign Immunity: Justifications and Developments**

The idea of sovereign immunity means not suing states or their agencies and actors for any wrongdoing before national courts as because they represent state sovereignty. On the bases of that, states were immunable from the jurisdiction of foreign courts according to the principles of independence and equality of states.\(^{(16)}\) This idea was declared for the first time by Chief Justice John Marshall, in *(the Schooner Exchange v. M’Faddon)* case before the United States Supreme Court when he decided to immune French warship from suing before the US courts.\(^{(17)}\)

**The Justifications of Sovereign Immunity:**

-- The principle of sovereign equality means states are equal to enjoy the rights under international law.\(^{(18)}\)

-- In principle and practice, it will be impossible for domestic courts to implement their decisions and provisions against foreign states particularly when the properties of foreign state are outside the authority of the court of states.\(^{(19)}\)

-- While state alleges immunity for itself before its own national courts because of the dignity of sovereignty which represents its nationals, so the same rule should be applied for foreign states because of the principle of sovereign equality of states.\(^{(20)}\)

---


\(^{(14)}\) See, supra note 2


\(^{(19)}\) Ibid

\(^{(20)}\) Ibid
Historically, the states had absolute immunity which was covering all state’s activities, public and private acts. Then, this became the principle of customary international law. (21) Although, the state’s right of immunity came from state’s sovereignty and it can be abandoned by the state itself under the law. However, this abandonment is possible to immune from jurisdiction and not from execution. (22) Moreover, limiting immunity again is a right of state, to give absolute immunity to foreign states before domestic courts or limiting it to restrictive immunity. (23)

Gradually, sovereign immunity developed and changed until some of the states granted immunity for foreign states just in activities that are done on behalf of the states or governmental acts, excluding private or commercial acts. (24) It means the immunity was changed from the absolute to restrictive immunity especially, since 19th century and in the first half of 20th century because of increasing the state’s private acts in both economic and commercial activities. (25)

Subsequently, in the second half of 19th century the idea that in some situations states can be subject to the jurisdiction of a foreign state has prevailed. For instance, in 1950 in the Austrian case (Dralle v. Republic of Czechoslovakia) the supreme court declared that states had absolute immunity because, in the past, all commercial activities of states were linked to political activities. (26) But, this has been changed nowadays states are entering into the commercial activities at the same time they competing with their nationals and foreigners. Therefore, classic immunity, which was absolute immunity, is misplaced and no longer can be recognised under international law. (27)

Later on, the English-speaker countries who had granted absolute immunity for a long time for foreign states, then in 1952 the US waived it. (28) While the English courts still continued to apply absolute immunity, in 1978 the state immunity act was passed by British parliament which in section 3 refuses immunity for foreign states in their commercial or private acts. (29) This led a number of states to follow the same direction such as, Pakistan, Canada and South Africa. These countries passed their law on state sovereignty according to the restrictive theory of immunity. (30)
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Finally, restrictive immunity was incorporated in many international instruments such as the European Convention on State Immunity 1972,\(^{(31)}\) the Montreal Draft Convention on State Immunity 1982 \(^{(32)}\) and in the draft articles of Jurisdictional Immunity of States by the (ILC).\(^{(33)}\) It should be noted that, today, there are still some states that practice absolute immunity. But, restrictive immunity is common and most pursued by states \(^{(34)}\). In fact, it has been codified in the UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity of States and their Property in 2004 which was opened for signature in 2005.\(^{(35)}\)

II. **Sovereign Immunity and its Future in the Criminal and Civil Proceedings against the State or its Officials**

Practically, sovereign immunity is applied in two forms. Firstly, in criminal proceedings against state’s officials. Secondly, in proceeding against states in the civil dispute cases that are related to state or its actors.

i. **Sovereign Immunity In Criminal Proceedings under the Principles of International and Human Rights Laws**

Internationally, the rule of state immunity reflects the principles of international law, that has been given as a right and privilege to the states according to the principles of independence and equality of states.\(^{(36)}\) Then historically, state immunity was developed and its application was transferred from absolute immunity to restrictive immunity.\(^{(37)}\) It means immunity is enjoyed by officials of states just for the acts on behalf of state. At this point, a question is appeared again that within the restrictive immunity, could states enjoy immunity even in their acts that violate human rights? The human right advocates argue that immunity is no longer exists if there is a violation of certain norms of human rights.\(^{(38)}\)


\(^{(34)}\) See Supra note 20


\(^{(36)}\) See supra note 26. P.65


\(^{(38)}\) See Supra note 26 P.10
Another argument is that serious breaches of Human Rights Law (HRL) and International Humanitarian Law (IHL) can no longer be credited to the state, but must be measured outside the authority of the state.\(^{(39)}\) Furthermore, the important factor is that state immunity is going to be changed and limited \(^{(40)}\) because of its contradiction with other principles under international law and human rights. These principles has obliged states to comply with them such as the obligation to protect human rights.\(^{(41)}\)

In the light of this, under international criminal justice and since the International Military Tribunals (IMT) of Nuremberg and Tokyo after World War II, the immunity has been refused.\(^{(42)}\) This means that state's officials, who have personal or functional immunity as a part of state immunity, have individual responsibility. Therefore, they do not enjoy immunity from serious violations of human rights and international crimes, namely Genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.\(^{(43)}\) The argument for this is because these violations are not part of the state’s acts, the state will be acquitted. Therefore, the perpetrator will not enjoy immunity in respect of its position in the state. Hence, he or she will, individually, be responsible.\(^{(44)}\)

The above mentioned rule were confirmed once again by the ad hoc international criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY)\(^{(45)}\) Rwanda (ICTR)\(^{(46)}\) and Sierra Leone.\(^{(47)}\) Likewise, the International Criminal Court (ICC)\(^{(48)}\) as a permanent court, has also refused immunity for officials of states.

---


\(^{(40)}\) See Supra note 20
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On the one hand, the rejection of immunity in international crimes has become the principle of customary international law and has been confirmed in several cases namely, (Prosecutor v. Slobodan Milosevic), (prosecutor v. Radovan Karadzic) and (Prosecutor v. Radislave Krstic).

On the other hand, although the application of this rejection has been implemented before international courts and tribunals, it is still in conflict with the rule of immunity from prosecution of international crimes before domestic courts. This is the case in particular, for official persons who have personal immunity which is given to the head of states and prime minister or other high-ranking officials. This is because of state’s obligation to the principle of customary international law which immunes high ranking officials of foreign states before domestic courts. Especially, the case when the national courts always state that immunity is not applied in international crime cases.

Moreover, they argue that official immunity is applied to state’s act that consistent with the law. Additionally, violation of human rights or international crimes can never be counted as state’s act, or they are accounted as a violation of the norm of Jus Cogens which prevails over immunity. This was stated by the Greek court of cassation in the case of Prefecture of Voiotia v. Federal Republic of Germany.

As a result, the conflict could be seen through different decisions from national and international courts such as, the decision of the House of Lords on 24th March 1999 on Pinochet case which rejected immunity to Pinochet for the torture crimes which he had committed against citizens when he was the president of Chile. Also, the recent opinion of ICJ in the case of Arrest
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Warrant (*D. R. Congo v. Belgium*)[^60] which based on the principle of customary international law. This case emphasizes on the right of the state’s high-ranking officials to enjoy immunity before domestic courts.

Finally, it is important to note that immunity is applicable before domestic courts just for high-ranking officials. This is the case even in international crimes as confirmed above by the ICJ opinion. However, this does not mean the end of responsibility. In fact, the perpetrators still are responsible without enjoying immunity before international courts and tribunals. This is especially, if the violation was over international crimes or an infringement of core human right norms. Therefore, this could be considered as another development in international law against or to limit sovereign immunity.

### ii. Sovereign immunity in Civil Proceedings

Civil proceeding against states covers all disputes that happening because of state or its agencies acts in dealing with individual or private actors. Therefore, if any dispute like this occurs, do the state or its actors have right to enjoy immunity before foreign domestic courts?

To address this question, it requires distinguishing between two types of acts:

Firstly, the acts on behalf of the state or governmental acts which are immune before national courts of other states.[^61] This is according to the internationally recognised sovereignty and personality of the state.[^62] It means even states have right to control all actions within their territory but there is an acceptance rule from international community to respect foreign state’s sovereignty.[^63] As well, this is applicable in both countries who applies absolute and restrictive immunity by a condition of the foreign state act consistent with international law. For example, the UK courts are applying this principle.[^64] This is, likewise, the opinion of ICJ in the case of (*Germany/Italy, Greece Intervening*)[^65]

Secondly, the commercial or private acts that are done by states or their actors with the ordinary person or private actors. On the one hand, these kinds of acts are immune just in the

[^60]: See supra note 11

[^61]: M. Kohen, R. Kolb and D. L. Tehindrazanarivelo, *Perspectives of International Law in the 21st century / Perspectives du droit international au 21e siècle: Liber Amicorum Professor Christian Dominicé in Honour of his 80th Birthday* (Brill 2011) P.130


[^64]: See supra not 22. P.175

countries that grant absolute immunity such as countries in South America, Russia and China.\(^{(66)}\) On the other hand, in the countries who practice restrictive immunity such as the US and the UK,\(^{(67)}\) foreign states do not have immunity in commercial and private acts. It means states are dealt equally as private actors in their private or commercial acts with private actors. Although, applying restrictive immunity is another development to reduce state immunity,\(^{(68)}\) its application confuses because it is not easy for domestic courts to distinguish between the state’s commercial or private and non-private acts.\(^{(69)}\) Although, this issue could be solved if the purpose of the commerce act was to achieve a governmental or state’s benefit, considers as sovereign act will be immune, otherwise the considers as private act and the immunity will not be granted.\(^{(70)}\) In addition, this has not been an established rule by domestic courts yet.

Consequently, there are different views in different cases before domestic courts on this issue. For example, in the case of (Trendtex Trading Corporation v. Central Bank of Nigeria),\(^{(71)}\) the Court of Appeal stated that the purpose of the act was not important to decide whether the state’s act was public or private, or it was enough if just the act itself was commercial act. Furthermore, the same idea was repeated by the House of Lords in the case of (Kuwait Airways Corp v. Iraqi Airways Co)\(^{(72)}\)

On the other side of the token, in the US case of (Victory Transport Inc. v. Comisaria General)\(^{(73)}\) mentioned that the purpose of the act is not enough in order to the state’s actions become a public acts and it argues that all sovereign acts of state have a public purpose in some quality because there is no private needs for the states themselves.\(^{(74)}\) Therefore, basing on this idea all state’s acts are considered as public acts and this will be against restrictive immunity.

iii. Future of Sovereign Immunity and Arguments to Eliminate It

In previous sections, it was shown that development in international criminal justice, human rights and state’s private acting has had a role in reducing sovereign immunity. At the same time, both were unable to reduce immunity completely while even now immunity is applicable before

\(^{(66)}\) See Supra note 20.

\(^{(67)}\) See Supra note 26 and 27

\(^{(68)}\) See supra note 22. P.180

\(^{(69)}\) Ibid

\(^{(70)}\) Ibid

\(^{(71)}\) Trendtex Trading Corporation v. Central Bank of Nigeria, United Kingdom, Court of Appeal, Civil Division, 13 January 1977, 64 ILR 111, 134-135.


\(^{(73)}\) Victory Transport Inc. v. Comisaria General (1964) 336(No. 338, Docket 28636) F.2d 354

\(^{(74)}\) Ibid
domestic courts for high-ranking officials who commit international crimes, and restrictive immunity has a problem in distinguishing between state’s public and private acts.\(^{(75)}\) Therefore, to solve all these contradictions and issues in immunity under international law, also to grant individual and human rights, in the near future immunity should be eliminated. This is because of its inconsistent with many principles under international and human rights laws. This is include the right to access to the court in any dispute, this right usually is granted to individuals within the constitutions of countries. It has been recognised by many international instruments of human rights such as Arts 6(1) of the European Convention of Human Rights.\(^{(76)}\) Accordingly, individuals have right to access to the court even if the litigant was the state. For instance, in the case of \((\text{Ringeisen v. Austria})\), the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) stated that Article 6 paragraph 1 applicable even for the disputes between states and individuals and its argument was that the article came as an absolute text, so covers all disputes.\(^{(77)}\)

In addition, granting immunity to states is against the rule of law under the UN and human rights reports, which they state the governments and individuals should be accountable and equal before the law.\(^{(78)}\) Moreover, it is against national interests\(^{(79)}\) for instance, China has granted absolute immunity to foreign states. This is covered by the claim of its damaged individuals to sue foreign states even in commercial acts. At the same time, China, as a state, itself does not have the same right before the foreign domestic courts that apply restrictive immunity.\(^{(80)}\) For example, this happened for China in the \((\text{Jackson case}), (\text{Morris case})\) and \((\text{Hongkong Aircraft case})\) in these cases the claims of China to enjoy immunity were refused by domestic courts.\(^{(81)}\) Furthermore, this will be against national interests.

CONCLUSION

This research has argued that state immunity which came from the historical practice from the King’s practice. Then, it was transferred from personalisation to the modern international law to practice between states as the principle of customary international law in the concept that domestic courts do not have jurisdiction over foreign states. This was based on the principle of sovereign equality. Subsequently, because of the contradiction with the other principles under international

\(^{(75)}\) See supra note 1. P.228


\(^{(78)}\) M. Noel. ‘\textit{Can We Expect Fair Trials At The International Criminal Tribunal For Rwanda?}’ (2011) P.3


\(^{(80)}\) Ibid

\(^{(81)}\) Ibid
law and human rights, the efforts to limit the state immunity was started. This was tracked into two directions:

Firstly, in criminal procedures against the state or its officials in international crimes. This was developed under international criminal justice, and during international special tribunals of Nuremberg, Tokyo, ICTY, ICTR, Sierra Leone, and Cambodia. The ICC, as permanent international criminal court, also followed the trend. These tribunals have emphasized on two principles: Non-impunity and individual responsibility. These principles refuse granting immunity because of the official position in the state for perpetrators of international crimes such as, crimes against humanity and war crimes, and they decided individual responsibility for perpetrators of international crimes.

Secondly, the civil procedures against states or their officials in civil cases. Historically, domestic courts were granting absolute immunity for foreign states. Later on, because of increasing the state’s private acts and dealing with the traders and private actors, states in the second half of the 20th century started to grant restrictive immunity. This is done in order to distinguish between state’s public and private acts, and granting immunity just for public acts. This was with not determining the body or place for damaged individuals from state acts to be accessed if the state enjoys immunity.

Finally, because of the failing efforts in both criminal and civil procedures, directions in such the first one could not apply the refuse of immunity for the state’s high-ranking officials before domestic courts, and the second does not have a clear mechanism to distinguish between the state’s public and private acts. Therefore, the best solution is not just trying to reduce immunity, or it is the elimination of state immunity. This is because of its principally inconsistent with many other principles such as the right of individuals to be equal before the law and the right aggrieved to access to the court for getting the rights.
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یوخته

پارێچەندێ سە رووەری یان پارێچە نە دەوەکەی بێتاوی بەسەریەکەی پاساپەی دەژن ناگۆنەوە دەوەکەی خاوەن سە رووەری یان دەوەکەیامەی بەسەریەکەی بێتاوی. هەوە پارەزراو دە بێت دەرێت دەوەی شارستاتی یان بە دەوەکەیامەوەوە دەوانەیەکەی توانیان. لە پاساپەیەکەی دەستۆری دە سە رووەرە بەتەچەی مژوویی دە سەلەکەیە دە دادگاکان بێک دە هێڵێت. وه لەو روونەیە بەوە. کەواتە دە دادگاکان دەسەڵاتی پاڵەندێ سە رووەریان نیە بەرامەر دە دادگاکان کە خۆدێی سە رووەرە دە دادگاکانی دەناوە بە پارەستنی هاولاکانی، کە نەوە دەچیگەی سە رووەریان نیە بە تاپەیەن کە لە پاساپەیەکەی دە سەرووەدەی وڵاتەکەی وڵاتەکەی نەوەرێت کە تەرە سەرووەدەی وڵاتەکەی وڵاتەکەی ئەڵی بەرە بەرەدەی وڵاتەکەی وڵاتەکەی نەوە دەوەنەی نەیەی کە لە نەمەرۆدە گرتنەکە لەوەمەتە نەکەیە کەمەر بەوەوە لە بەرامەر نەوەکەیەوانەی دەناوە بەتەرا وەکەی یەوەیەکەی دە دەژن پێویستە بەنەمایەی پارەزەندەی سە رووەری نێمیتیت.

الناص

الحصانات السياحية، أو الحصانات الناجية، هي عقيدة قانونية بناء لا يمكن للدولة ذات السيادة أو الدولة أن ترتكب خطاً قانوني وتكون مخصصة ضد الدعوة المدنية أو الملاحقة الجائحة، هي في الملفات الدستورية السياحة هي الأصل التاريخي للسلطة التي تخلق المحاكم. ومن هذا المنطلق لا تتمتع المحاكم بسلطة إجبار السيادة على الالتزام بالمحاكم، كما أنشأتها السيادي لحماية رعاياها، مع ذلك، ينبغي عدم ارتكاب مع مبدأ القانون الدولي العام الذي مفاده أن حكومة دولة ما غير قابلة للمحاسبة عادة أمام المحاكم دولة أخرى.

يُدرس هذا البحث بشكل ثقفي مذهب الحصانات السياحية، الذي لم يعد يعكس العالم الذي نعيش فيه، حيث أنه لا يعكس بدقة انخفاض أهمية الحكومات اليوم مقارنة بالجهات الفاعلة الخاصة. هناك حجة مفادها أنه ينبغي القضاء على هذا المبدأ.